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1100 Anniversary ofUzhhorod

This stamps celebrates the 1100th Anniversary of the
founding of the city of Uzhhorod. Pictured on the
stamp is Uzhhorod castle, the first structure built.

IvanPulyui

Ivan Pulyui was a Ukrainian
born physicist, inventor and
patriot who has been
championed as an early
developer of the use of X
rays for medical imaging.

End ofWorld War II

This stamp was issued to
commemorate 5o years of
freedom from Axis powers
and thee
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Lesia Ukrainka

Lesia Ukrainka was one of Ukraine's
bestknown poets and writers and the
foremost woman writer in Ukrainian
literature. She also was a political,
civil, and female activist.

Liteary Luminaries
Ivan Franko

Ivan Frank was a Ukrainian poet,
writer, social and literary critic,
journalist, interpreter, economist,
political activist, doctor of philosophy,
the author of the first detective novels
and modern poetry in the Ukrainian
language.

Maksym Rylskyj

Maksym Rylskyj was a writer, poet
and translator.

Ivan Kotlyarevsky

Ivan Kotlyarevsky was a Ukrainian
writer, poet and playwright, regarded
as the pioneer of modern Ukrainian
literature. Kotliarevsky was a veteran
of the RussoTurkish War.

Taras Shevchenko

Taras Shevchenko was a Ukrainian
poet, artist and humanist. His literary
heritage is regarded to be the
foundation of modern Ukrainian
literature and, to a large extent, the
modern Ukrainian language.
Shevchenko also wrote in Russian and
left many masterpieces as a painter
and an illustrator.

Ivan KarpenkoKaryj

Ivan KarpenkoKaryj was
considered to be a
distinguished actor, writer
and director.
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PeregrinFalcon GreyCrane

Two stamps were issues to commemorate endangered species. The peregrin falcon and
the grey crane were depicted, along with the symbol for the Red Book of Endangered
Species.

Endangered Birds

ArtekChildren's Camp

Artek is a Young Pioneer camp near
Gurzuf, Ukraine. It was established on
June 16 1925 on the Black Sea in the
town of Gurzuf located on the
Crimean peninsula, near Medved
Mountain, Ukraine.
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Cossack Hetmans

Petro Konashevych

Petro KonashevychSahaidachny was
a Hetman of Registered Cossacks and
the Kosh Otaman (leader) of
Zaporozhian Host from 1601–1618, a
brilliant military leader both on land
and sea. While being a Cossack
Hetman, he transformed the Cossack
Host into a regular military formation
and imparted a statist character to the
whole Cossack movement.

Ivan Mazepa

Ivan Mazepa was Cossack Hetman of
the Hetmanate in Leftbank Ukraine,
from 1687–1708. He was famous as a
patron of the arts, and also played an
important role in the Battle of Poltava.

Bohdan Khmelnytsky

Bohdan Khmelnytsky was a hetman of the
Zaporozhian Cossack Hetmanate of
Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth (now
Ukraine). He led an uprising against the
Commonwealth and its magnates (1648–1654)
which resulted in the creation of a Cossack
state.
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European Year ofNature Preservation

This stamp was issued to
honor the European Year of
Nature Preservation.

Internation ChildWelfare Day

This stamp was issued to
commemotate the United
Nations' International Child
Welfare Day.

50th Anniversary of theUnited Nations

The United Nations was founded in
1945. 1995 was of the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the UN.
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MykhailoHrushevskyi

Mykhailo Hrushevskyi was a
Ukrainian academician, poli
tician, historian, and states
man, one of the most
important figures of the
Ukrainian national revival of
the early 20th century. He
was the country's greatest
modern historian, foremost
organizer of scholarship,
leader of the prerevolution
Ukrainian national move
ment, head of the Central
Rada (Ukraine's 1917–1918
revolutionary parliament).

Pavel JozefŠafárik

Pavel Jozef Šafárik was a Slovak
philologist, poet, one of the first
scientific Slavists; literary historian,
historian and ethnographer.

Trolleybus

Ukraine issued three new definitive stamps featuring city transport vehicles in different Ukrainian cities. The first
stamp shows a trolleybus in the city of Dnipropetrovsk. The second stamp shows a city autobus from Lviv. The
third stamp shows a tram car from the city of Luhansk.

Transportation Series  Buses
Autobus Tram




